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ABSTRACT 

Background: Model-based Testing (MBT) is a software testing technique in which the product under test's run-time 

behavior is compared to model predictions throughout the testing process. Representation of a system's behavior in a 

model. Actions, conditions, input sequences, output, and data flow from output and input can all be applied to represent 

behavior. It should be understandable and reusable in practice; the system under test must be described in detail to be 

shared. This paper studies the preliminaries of MBT. Then, it reviews the prominent approaches in this area and 

performs a comparative evaluation of the related works. The pros, cons, and open issues of MBT are also investigated. 
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1. Introduction 

Testing is an important but expensive activity in the software development life cycle. With advancements in the model-

based approaches for software development, new ways have been explored to generate test cases from existing software 

models of the system, while cutting the cost of testing at the same time. These new approaches are usually referred to as 

model-based testing [1]. A software model is a specification of the system which is developed from the given 

requirements early in the development cycle [2] [3]. In the model-based development, this model is then refined until a 

required abstraction level is reached from which the implementation code can be generated or written by hand. MBT is 

an approach for deriving tests from the models using automated techniques [4]. The executable test suite can connect 

with the system being tested directly. Abstract test cases can be converted into concrete ones that can be executed. To 

build executable test suites in various MBT environments, models include enough information [5]. To produce a 

concrete test suite, items from the abstract test suite must be translated to specific techniques in the software. The 

mapping problem has been solved. In the case of online testing, abstract test suites exist only conceptually, not as 

tangible objects [6]. Models can be used to generate tests in a variety of ways. There is no recognized single optimum 

strategy for test derivation because testing is frequently experimental and reliant on heuristics.  Test requirements, even 

use case(s), or test purpose are popular terms for a single package that contains all test derivation-related parameters [7] 

[8]. Test stopping criteria (also known as focus criteria) or information about which elements of a model should be 

tested can both be included in this package [9]. MBT is often seen as a type of testing of black box models rather than 

source code used to create test suites. MBT is still a developing field for large software systems. Let's look at the most 

basic case of modeling an application. Assume you're on a web application's login page [10]. Either log in (the first 

state) or go to "lost password" (the second stage) or reset your password as an individual user (third state). The user can 

return to the initial state from the second and third states. The state transition diagram can be used to model this flow or 

series. The basic login scenario can be modeled in this way.  Figure 1 shows an example of the interconnected model 

for an application. Similar to user and data flow combinations, there could be many models for the overall application 

[11]. The application's numerous models are then linked together. MBT frameworks are divided into two categories.  

1. Offline / a priori: Preparation of Test Suites before execution. A set of test cases constitutes a test suite. 

2. Online / on-the-fly: During the test execution, test suites are created. 

The objectives of this paper are to know the exact meaning of the MBT, the applications and related works of MBT, the 

difference between the related works of MBT, the benefits, and the wave of future for MBT. 
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The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the research methodology.  Section 3 reviews the 

related works. Section 4 discusses the pros and cons of MBT. Section 5 includes the open issues of MBT. Finally, 

section 6 concludes the paper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Interconnected model of an application [11] 

2. Research Methodology 

To address a research topic, the reviewer first outlines a review methodology that will be followed throughout the 

process. To ensure that our review adheres to principles for systematic literature reviews in software engineering, our 

protocol clearly outlines the search process, research question scope of review, exclusion/ inclusion factor of discovered 

tools, and factors of evaluation.  Our research focused on MBT tools, but we also examined research literature to gain a 

deeper understanding of MBT, specifically state-based MBT. That's why our team of experts went through an extensive 

literature review to determine the criteria for selecting and comparing the investigated MBT tools as well as the criteria 

for excluding or including them in the so-called primary studies. The systematic review protocol includes these criteria  

[12]. 

This was the first step in our investigation, and we used a combination of eight different online databases as well as 

Google Scholar and the IEEE Explorer, ACM Digital Library as well as other sources like Elsevier and Springer Link. 

We also used Inter-Science Wiley and EI Engineering Village [13] [14]. We conducted our initial search in four distinct 

methods since we were looking for commercial MBT technologies that aren't often reported in academic, peer-reviewed 

journals. As a starting point, we looked at several MBT-related books and documents (articles, reports) available online. 

We also consulted a huge MBT discussion group personally, and a list of mailing for MBT-interested software testers. 

Our research methodology is summarized below: 1. to conduct electronic searches, and identify search strings to see if 

any of these abstracts are relevant to our work. 2. Collect technical reports, tool user manuals, white papers, books, 

video tutorials, case studies, presentations, demonstrations, and descriptions of the product, feedback from customers 

available in soft and hard formats on the internet and vendor website. 3. To get further information, look through a list 

of paper authors, references, and/or the websites of research groups and initiatives. 4. To increase your grasp of MBT 

tools, start and engage in discussions of technical online. 5. We kept going back to stages 1-5 until there was nothing 

else, we could add to the list of MBT tools and supporting data. Each model depicts a particular component of the 

system's behavior, and there are several to choose from. The model includes the following examples: Control Flow, 

Data Flow, Decision Tables, Dependency Graphs, and State transition machines. MBT explains how a system responds 

to an activity in terms of its behavior (described by a model). Supply the action and watch to see if the system responds 

as expected. Formal methods for verifying a system are light in weight. This testing method can be used to test both 

software and hardware. It is possible to derive test cases from a formal model based on a software specification using 

MBT. MBT is made up of numerous activities, as shown in Figure 1. User inputs requirements or specifications into a 

model of expected system behavior, which the test creation tool can then utilize to generate test cases. Graphical, 

textual, or diagrammatic, such as UML diagrams and finite state machine formalisms, can be used for this format. The 

high-level test objectives are represented by the formal model, which expresses the characteristics of behavior for a 

system that the engineer needs to evaluate. How large a test is determined by the coverage criteria that the tool employs 

to build tests? Which sections of the model are tested, how long does it take to produce them, and how long does it take 
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to develop them? Test generation criteria can be divided into "family" groups, such as (i) Control-flow through 

programs is handled by structural model coverage criteria, which are based on concepts from control-flow via the 

model; (ii) criteria for ensuring that the input data space for a transition or operation in the model is adequately covered; 

(iii) criterion for generating test suites that are good in detecting specific faults in the model; (iv) Criteria for generating 

a test suite that ensures the testing of all informal requirements; (v) Allows a validation engineer to specify that the 

model should be used to construct a specific test or set of tests; and (vi) generation methods of statistical test, which 

make use of random generation as a simple way to construct tests that look at a wide range of system characteristics. 

The test generation produces a test suite, which is a collection of abstract test cases that are sequences of traces from the 

model. All conceivable use cases are represented by a trace. An alternate step before returning the test cases is to choose 

a test selection heuristic. Since the generation technique might yield a significant number of test cases, the tester's work 

can become impractical if they don't do this. This work uses selection heuristics to decrease the size of the test suite by 

either rejecting comparable test cases using a similarity degree function or allowing the user to choose which scenarios 

to test. The abstract test cases are then exported and concretized into executable and/or human-readable formats as part 

of the MBT process. Often, this occurs through the use of translation or transformation software. In the meantime, this 

project doesn’t support this phase. Finally, a test running is used to conduct the test. Abstract test cases are transformed 

into precise manual plans and test procedures for manual test implementation in the case of manual execution [16] [17] 

[18]. Figure 2 shows the MBT tool for statistical and functional testing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. MBT Tool for Statistical and Functional Testing 

3. Literature Review 

Comparison of manual, semi-automatic, and fully automated testing, and MBT has been offered by several researchers 

[19], [20], [21] to determine the MBT's time and time effectiveness. We also discovered two papers that examined the 

effectiveness of Graph Walker (GW) in terms of fault identification and cost [22] [23] [24]. Summaries of the relevant 

research are provided in the next part, although the reader is referred to various review publications on MBT for more 

exploration of the topic [25] [26] [27]. 

 In, a noteworthy comparison for testing a web-based application using MBT was offered [28]. MBT is a systematic 

method that can uncover more functional defects than manual testing, according to the findings. Nevertheless, activities 

of MBT took more time than manual test design. It was also discovered that manual test design was more effective in 

finding GUI-related errors. [15] also provides an overview of a novel MBT model, as well as a comparison of manual 

and automated test creation methods. By mapping it with abstract tests developed applying MBT, the authors offered to 

test many applications language for the development of concrete test values. They also provided an empirical 

assessment of the mapping between abstract and concrete tests generated by automated vs. manual means. Automatic 

test production gives efficient tests with superior mapping, according to the empirical evaluation. 

In the networking sector, Pretschner et al. [29] did an empirical investigation to compare the manual and automatic 

MBT methodologies in terms of model coverage, discovered defects, and code coverage. The goal of this research was 

to assess the quality of created tests using both methods and to investigate the relationship between model and running 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/276075807_TCG_A_Model-based_Testing_Tool_for_Functional_and_Statistical_Testing
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coverage. A moderate association was found between the deployments of a decision model. In addition, the study found 

that MBT is more effective in detecting logical and requirement flaws [29]. Marques et al. [18] used MBT to compare 

manual and ad-hoc testing methodologies. The study evaluated the effectiveness, precision, efficiency, and relative 

recall of strategies for bug discovery. The findings revealed that the strategies for bug discovery are nearly equal in 

terms of time, precision, effectiveness, and relative recall. Mathematical analysis of the comparison between the two 

strategies revealed that both techniques have an essentially identical influence on bug detection.  

Mouchawrab et al. [30] for the detection rat for state-based round-trip path coverage and structure-based edge coverage 

tests, factors that affect the performance of both techniques, and cost were evaluated from the tester's perspective. The 

results of the empirical investigation demonstrated that structural and state-based testing may be applied to improve 

fault identification rates. Similarly, Enoiu et al. [31] analyzed the effectiveness and efficiency of human and automated 

tests for defect detection based on the specifications and implementations of the tests. Specification-based tests, 

according to the findings, are more effective at detecting defects than implementation-based automated tests. 

Implementation-based tests, on the other hand, have a greater fault detection efficiency rate than manual specification-

based testing. 

Rashid et al. [32] a tool (CANoe+) utilizing GW and CANoe to rise the coverage of functional of produced test cases 

and comparing its effectiveness in fault detection with CANoe was built and assessed. According to the findings, 

CANoe+ enhanced function coverage by reporting all failed functionality, whereas CANoe did not report a single 

injected error. Similarly, an exploratory study in [33] employed GW to explore the cost-effectiveness of a keyword and 

behavior-driven test automation system in Agile Development (AD). According to the findings, MBT increased AD's 

maintenance, functional coverage, and flexibility, while reducing the cost of integration. 

Overall, additional knowledge of how to efficiently construct models utilizing model-based test cases and how they 

compare to manual test cases based on many sources of information in industry is needed to evaluate against the 

relevant industrial systems, and various MBT strategies [34]. Figure 3 shows the model-based testing of distributed 

systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Model-based testing of distributed systems [35] 

Table 1 shows a summary of the comparison of related works. 

Table 1. Comparison of Related Works  

 

References 

 

Generation 

 

Specification 

Test type,  

Implementation, 

Observability 

 

Test Selection 

Criteria 

 

[35] 

 

Previous 

Execution 

 

Behavior, dynamic data 

flow graph 

Integration tests, 

object-oriented, 

allows black box 

 

Change of code 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228339515_Model-based_testing_of_distributed_systems
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[36] 

 

None 

Behavior, dynamic 

control  

flow graph 

Integration tests, 

allows  

black box 

 

Change of code 

 

 

[37] 

 

 

None 

Behavior, dynamic 

program  

slice 

Integration tests, 

object-oriented, 

allows  

black box 

 

 

Change of code 

 

[38] 

 

None 

Behavior, dynamic call  

graph 

Integration tests, 

allows  

black box 

 

Change of code 

 

[39] 

 

None 

Behavior, program 

dependency graph 

 

Integration tests 

 

Change of code 

 

 

[40] 

 

 

None 

 

 

Behavior, call graph 

Integration test, 

system  

test, object-oriented, 

white box 

 

 

Change of 

specification 

[41] None Behavior, extended finite  

state machine 

Integration test, 

procedural, white box 

Change of 

specification 

[42] Previous  

execution 

Structure and behavior, 

UML 

sequence diagram, class  

diagram 

Integration test, 

system  

test, object-oriented, 

white box 

Change of 

specification 

[43] Previous  

execution 

Structure and behavior, 

specification description 

language 

Integration test, 

system  

test, object-oriented, 

white box 

Change of 

specification 

[44] Previous  

execution 

Structure and behavior,  

component dependency  

model, UML sequence  

diagram and directed 

graph 

Unit test, system test, 

procedural, white box 

Change of 

specification 

[45] Previous 

execution 

Structure, semiformal 

(UML class diagram) 

Unit test, system test,  

procedural, white box 

Change of 

specification 

[46] Offline, 

simulation: 

UML SC 

for PLC 

Target variable chosen 

manually, mutant  

created accordingly, 

every 

path checked with  

Five mutation  

operators 

according to  

target 

Mutation  

operators  
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every 

mutant 

 

 

 

[47] 

 

 

 

None 

 

 

 

Timing sequence  

diagram 

 

 

 

Fault operators 

(missing  

signal) 

Path coverage,  

possible 

inputs, code 

splicing,  

possible 

paths leading to 

component 

 

[48] 

 

None 

 

Fault operators 

 

C, FBD, integration 

Fault operators 

(missing  

signal) 

 

[49] 

 

None 

Mathematical  

description 

of functions and 

safety properties 

 

real system, IEC 

61131-3, system 

 

As spec. 

 

 

[50] 

 

 

None 

Selection of  

component/ 

fault nodes in 

simulation model 

 

 

SiL, IEC 61131-3, 

unit 

 

 

As spec. 

 

 

 

 

[51] 

 

 

 

 

None 

Fault models, failure 

mode function (mutants 

and saboteurs), 

requirements (Simulink 

assertion blocks), time 

window 

 

 

 

 

MiL 

 

 

 

 

As spec. 

 

         [52] 

 

None 

Fault model (saboteurs, 

mutants), some mutants 

generated automatically 

 

C (generated out of 

SCADE), unit 

 

       As spec. 

 

[53] 

 

None 

Stuck-at, open,  

complex 

logical faults, 

 

Matlab/Simulink, 

unit 

 

As spec. 

 

4. Pros and Cons of Model-based Testing 

Lorem There are benefits and drawbacks to every type of testing. When you're performing model-based testing. When 

adopting any type of testing, it's crucial to keep in mind that the initial investment in the testing can be substantial [54]. 

Model-based testing can take a lot of time upfront, but the ease with which testing can be automated will well outweigh 
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the time invested. Issues will be addressed early in the development cycle so that the product does not enter the market 

with a slew of problems that detract from the consumer experience [55].  

Model-based testing can be confusing for teams that are just getting started, so they may wish to hire testing 

professionals who can explain the approach to developers and help them put it in place. While hiring these professionals 

upfront may cost a little more money, it will save you money in the long run. Organizations seeking to achieve the 

maximum possible testing coverage might benefit greatly from the combination of cheap maintenance costs and high 

coverage. This type of testing will necessitate the presence of qualified testers within the company. Automated testing 

can, of course, be used in a variety of ways to ensure the greatest level of quality assurance [56] [57]. 

1. While the initial implementation of different test cases is arduous, once they are in place, maintaining this test 

is considerably easier. 

2. Automated testing considerably reduces the costs of conducting many tests. 

3. Tests can be run on several workstations or servers to see how the underlying system reacts to the various tests 

that are being run. 

4. A system or product defect can be rapidly identified and corrected. 

5. To make projects function more efficiently and smoothly. 

6. Quality testing saves time and improves customer satisfaction. 

7. When MBT testing is in place, testers who are testing multiple methodologies will discover that job 

satisfaction is significantly higher. 

Cons of model-based testing include: 

1. MBT necessitates teams of experienced testers. 

2. The project's overall testing expenses will rise, though these costs are normally mitigated as the product 

matures. 

3. Implementing any type of testing, but notably, MBT testing has a steep learning curve. 

MBT testing can be difficult to comprehend at first, thus there is a learning curve that must be overcome 

5. Open Issues of Model-Based Testing 

Many potential techniques in the field of MBT in a variety of applications have evolved as a result of the work given in 

this paper. Work needs to be done in the area of automatic test case execution for testing PLC software and IEC 61131-

3 applications. As indicated in [58] [59], current techniques for platforms of PLC still lack full support. Approaches that 

combine automatic execution into existing techniques or new methods aimed at PLC platforms are rare. When it comes 

to computer science-based methodologies like regression testing and change effect analysis, this is also true. In terms of 

traceability-based CIA, these techniques are hampered by the lack of defined models for functional specification 

definition in production automation. This is most likely because of the unpredictability of investment returns (personnel 

training, software tools, work throughout the design phase is required, etc.) and return (better software quality and better 

efficiency, etc.), however, further investigations are required to identify the root causes of this problem. The IEC 

61131-3 programming standard and the languages it specifies, structure, and aspects of execution appear to be impeding 

the use of several ideas from computer science in dependency-based CIA (real-time, cyclic) [60] [61]. Further research 

on the usability and benefits of these technologies in the context of many applications is still pending. Defining 

acceptable fault models and producing test cases to test the reaction to faults is still a new subject in many applications, 

with much of the research done so far in other disciplines [62]. It is common practice to utilize FI to verify the 

reliability of integrated circuits by testing for hardware flaws. Automotive and aerospace industries employ accessible 

models to introduce errors at the model level during the development process. Production automation on the application 

level has been underutilized in areas where models are rare, such as FI approaches, even though reliability and 

dependability are of enormous relevance in this industry [63]. Several HiL techniques in the neighboring domain of 

industrial automation have been found throughout the article [64]. HiL techniques that focus on production automation, 

on the other hand, are quite rare. We've looked into how to generate test cases from models created with engineering 
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modeling languages like UML and UML-based UML, as well as ways for doing so. Case studies and comprehensive 

surveys on the acceptability and applicability of these techniques, as well as the production of test cases from SysML 

techniques in many applications, are still a work in progress. For the modification of well-formal models based on 

known models for the development of test cases, methods and test selection criteria are available in varying forms. 

Evaluation of industrial could aid in determining the approaches' industrial applicability for the domain of many 

applications. The implementation of the plant model should comprise not just the source code but also, at a minimum, 

the implementation model[65][66]. 

MBT methodologies are discussed in this study in light of current issues in the field of various applications. Based on 

[2], these issues have been categorized as the production of test cases that are appropriate to the PLC software, the 

reduction of testing time and effort through testing of regression, the integration of hardware impacts, and the creation 

of test cases using industry-accepted models. To further classify the different methodologies, models and requirements 

are used as a fundamental for testing, test choice criteria, and classification criteria are introduced, the system being 

evaluated and the results of the evaluation, testbed, and executable test cases. In conclusion, additional work needs to be 

done, particularly in terms of creating test case development based on user-friendly notations, testing the system's 

behavior to regression, and faults testing. 

6. Conclusions 

Model-based testing (MBT) is gaining traction in the software testing community as a way to use a model of the 

behavior of the system under test to support one or more software testing tasks. Simultaneously, there has been a huge 

number of MBT strategies proposed in the literature. There is a discrepancy between the research on MBT and what 

MBT tools support, according to our experience, i.e., Most MBT studies don't result in MBT tools that can be used. A 

systematic evaluation of existing MBT tools, with a focus on state-based testing tools, has been performed as a first step 

to better comprehend this knowledge gap. We found 27 tools and compared nine of them using a rigorous process. As 

part of our evaluation, we look at adequacy/coverage criteria based on models and scripts, as well as assistance with 

associated testing tasks (such as building a test model) and assistance with building a test scaffolding (stub, oracle, 

driver). Except for simple criteria like transition/ state adequacy criterion and test case development, the results reveal 

that support for those comparison criteria varies a lot from tool to tool. There is a lot of space for improvement in the 

area of test scaffolding and test data selection criteria, according to our opinion. The paper's key contributions are three-

fold. In the first place, systematic literature review principles are being employed to research state-based MBT 

technologies for the first time. Second, the methodical approach allowed us to explicitly specify criteria for comparison, 

which will complement what is currently available in the literature comparing similar instruments. Please keep in mind 

that our method was standardized, which should allow it to be easily replicated and expanded upon. Third, the results 

clearly show how the instruments and which criteria they most frequently fail to meet. 
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